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Abstract: This paper presents a theoretical study 
that aims at pointing out a few aspects of the 
communication process. There are several concepts 
to be differentiated: information-communication, 
affectivity and its role of condition as conceptual 
message filter, body language as a transmitter of 
affective messages, verbal messages and non-verbal 
messages (advantages and disadvantages), as well 
as the characteristics of human communication 
compared to animal communication. All these 
contribute to an ampler understanding of the 
communication process taking into account its 
complexity and role in psychological knowledge. 

 
 
 
 

Rezumat: Această lucrare este un studiu teoretic 
ce îşi propune să scoată în evidenţă câteva 
aspecte ale procesului de comunicare. Se 
diferenţiază câteva concepte: informaţie- 
comunicare, afectivitatea şi rolul ei de condiţie şi 
filtru al mesajului conceptual, limbajul mimico-
gestual- transmiţător al mesajului afectiv, mesaje 
verbale versus mesaje neverbale - avantaje şi 
dezavantaje, precum şi caracteristicile 
comunicarii verbale umane prin semnificant 
vocal, faţă de comunicarea verbală prin semnale 
sonore la animale.Toate aceste clarificări 
conceptuale contribuie la înţelegerea cât mai 
amplă a procesului de comunicare ţinând cont de 
complexitatea sa şi de rolul său în cunoaşterea 
psihologică. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Communication in general is a means through which one travels between two 

informational burdens: a conceptual one and an effective one. In most cases, the concept of 
information and the concept of communication are taken one for another. In speaking or in 
writing, they replace each other without any reticence. Frequently, information and 
communication leave the impression that they are similar, and are therefore treated as such. 
This confusing situation dominates the empirical level, but things aren’t clearer at a theoretical 
level either. It is important to note that the vast domain of communication is not covered by the 
concept of information alone. 

 
MATERIAL AND METHOD 
Affectivity is at the same time a condition and a filter of the conceptual message. 

Thus, to have a dialogue as an exchange of conceptual information it is necessary to have a 
positive affective climate. There is a direct dependence between the frequency of message 
exchange and the informational burden it conveys, on one hand, and the intensity and colour of 
the affective relationships of individuals, on the other. Within a group, the channel through 
which there is maximal density of conceptual communication overlaps the channel of affective 
communication, defined by individuals having a mutual affectivity. Compared to the situation 
described above, frequency of communication and amount of message information are lower 
between individuals having a mutual adversity. The importance of affective communication 
also results from the fact that it pervades in most cases, the words themselves being carriers of 
sympathy or hostility. 
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 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 The main way of transmitting an affective message is body language. There are 
several categories to take into account here: 
 - quasi-linguistic gestures, used to communicate without words (greetings, calls, 
negation, threats) that make up a repertoire of about 150 units for a given population; 
 - co-verbal phrases, that underline the intent or to illustrate verbal content, their use 
and form being closely linked to the latter; 
 - synchronising gestures, represented by looks, body movements, important in 
drawing or maintaining the interlocutor’s attention and to ensure discursive strategy, 
particularly passing the floor from one interlocutor to another ; 
 - extra-communicative gestures, of the self-centred kind (different manipulations, 
scratching, etc.) and of the comfort-increasing kind that seem not to be linked to 
communication proper but that are tributary the situation and to the communication awareness 
(they amplify when interlocutors do not see each other, when emotional stress increases or 
when attention diminishes). 

Another non-verbal language form, though closely linked to the verbal one, are tones, 
which consist of a combination of different features of vocal sounds and of sounds produced 
through the manipulation of surrounding objects. One and the same verbal message can have 
different meanings, even opposed ones, depending on the voice intensity and tone in uttering 
words. In fact, the system of tonal expressions could be considered as a language in itself, 
having as main function the conveying of an affective message that can or not coincide with 
the verbal-conceptual message. 

Verbalising is but a sub-system within total language, together with mimicry and 
gestures, and tones. Thus, communication also can be total or partial depending on the measure 
in which messages conveyed through different language components coincide totally. This 
does not always happen, as man has no synchronising even control of the communication 
means he can rely on. Under the influence of intense emotions, be they exciting or inhibiting, 
communication can get out of control at all levels: verbal, mimicry and gesture, and tonal. In 
the absence of a high emotional state, control of expression means is not exerted evenly. 

On one hand, the use of the verbal way of communicating often leads to 
misunderstandings as men (both as transmitters and as receivers) make them pass through the 
filter of their personality, attitudes, values, credos, stereotypes, and experience. This is how the 
listener answers what he/she thinks he/she thinks he/she has heard, and not what the transmitter 
purposely said. 

Ceauşu shows that any message used in direct inter-human communication has a 
complex multi-level structure. Thus, he distinguishes between the following: 

- A system of signs specific to every expression mean: mimicry and pantomime 
changes, for the mimicry and gesture language, intensity and modulation variations in voice for 
the tonal language, and sound configuration for the verbal one. Among them, verbal language 
is the most conditioned culturally while the first ones also have inborn components. This is 
why mimicry and body and tone language cover a wider area of communication. 

- The open side consists of the direct meaning of the verbal message. This is what 
means ‘strict, explicit meaning’ of the word succession that makes it up. Except for the 
situations in which communication has an ‘instrumental’ character in transmitting data meant 
to trigger or to synchronise man’s actions, any message also has a second meaning, i.e. an 
implicit meaning. 

The way it is transmitted is not always a verbal one. Implicit meaning can also have 
two components whose presentation is simultaneous but mandatory: intentional meaning and 
unintentional (involuntary) meaning. It is interesting that intentional meaning comes not from 
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what is said but mainly from what is omitted in the open part of the message. 
Unintentional meaning is in general much ampler than one can predict. To this 

category belong conclusions that can be drawn not from the communication content but from 
the way it is put: psychical characteristics (particularly from the sphere of neuro-psychic 
dynamics), cultural level, conceptions about world and life. Any verbal message ‘says’ 
something about the psychic, thinking, and cultural level of an individual. Then, there is also 
an involuntary meaning of communication content as such. It is made up of the sum of the 
things the speaker said without intending to do it, the so-called unexplainable leakage through 
the different interpretations. 

Communication is total when the meanings of all the components are converging, 
which happens when message, on the whole, expresses the intimate and profound conviction of 
the speaker. From different reasons, there are also incongruence between the verbal and the 
non-verbal. In such situations, word does not manage to hide what the man thinks. 

Among ways of dissimulation (or simulation), speech as such is the simplest. But this 
way of expressing oneself can also escape control under the influence of intense emotions (e.g. 
fear). There is a relative control on mimicry and gesture language, in this sense that most of the 
expressions that do not fit verbal language can be suppressed. In exchange, it is much more 
difficult to ‘adapt’ mimicry and pantomime so that they fit or strengthen inauthentic verbal 
message. The less controllable is voice tone, as it is extremely difficult to change it so that it 
suggests a conceptual and affective content different from the real one. The advantages of 
verbal models ensure them such an important position among human actions that they often 
seem to be the only important ones or that they could replace all other type of model. In reality, 
verbal and non-verbal models have their advantages and disadvantages, being mainly 
complementary. 

We can bring a few arguments to sustain what we have just said. Non-verbal 
classifications put signals from our environment very close to the maximal resolution of sense 
organs. The word that designates things and phenomena apply a second classification to the 
information coming out from the first filter. From a configuration of sounds, images, touch or 
smell sensations with which operates the non-verbal, to the names stuck to them there is a big 
loss of information (that we use to consider unessential). Human eye can perceive a few 
hundreds of hues, but there are not so many words to name them. As there are no words to 
name the types of feelings face can express, though we can well understand them.  

In spite of the universal appearance of verbal communication, nobody can deny the 
importance of the non-verbal in humans. Even if it is only a partial conveyer of model 
fragments, the richness of means it uses is impressive. Unicellular volvoc colonies 
communicate through senses humans do not have; but human cells or other sub-systems in his 
body could also communicate similarly. More complex beings communicate through acoustic, 
optical (posture – dance, feathers, lights, etc.), chemical (pheromones, urine, etc.), tough, 
electric, and maybe even magnetic  signals. Very many of the inter-human means of 
communication are but perfected versions of non-verbal communication in animals. Thus, it is 
significant that chimpanzees living in the wild have gestures such as a pat on the shoulder, a 
hand-shake, a kiss on the hand, a grin (a forerunner of smile) as a sign of peaceful intentions, 
rhythmical sounds accompanied by a relaxed face and with an open mouth (a forerunner of 
laughter) as an invitation to play. Of course, most elements in non-verbal communication 
acquire in humans a richness not existing in animals. Laboratory studies have proven that even 
in the case of an apparent completely verbal communication transmitted orally, the sense of 
words is only about 7% of the information, while the way it is said, mimicry and gestures are 
about 93%. Because of the different non-verbal and verbal cues, there are information 
impossible to put into words (even the vocabulary has a word to say that – ‘ineffable’).  
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Most of the communication is non-verbal communication: music, sculpture, 
architecture, dance, mimicry and pantomime of an actor can communicate extremely complex 
feelings, impossible to put into plain words. Nobody ever could put into words Mona Lisa’s 
smile so that you do not need to actually see the portrait by da Vinci.  

Non-verbal models always have something extra in detail and fidelity, a permanent 
capacity of adapting, but they risk loosing much quicker the elements once memorised. Verbal 
models are poorer in nuances, but more resistant to alteration. An explanation to this 
phenomenon could reside in the fact that while possible images are close through their 
contiguity, words are finite, as every word or phrase has its own coherence, i.e. the possibility 
of turning to itself by regeneration in case it is altered, the passage from one to another 
supposing a true shift. Another explanation could be that verbal elements rely on high energy, 
a more intense nervous network, than ‘visual’ images. 

But operations with non-verbal models keep, more or less, models intact (including 
motivation), while verbal models tend to split into ‘self-scope’ components that can relatively 
easily loose their ties with the whole and sometimes risk to never find it again. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
It is obvious that verbal models are superior communication tools just by the fact that 

they turned humans into members of a promising civilisation. But verbal communication is but 
a part of the whole communication complementary and interdependent with non-verbal 
communication. This always asks for the necessity of comparing messages in communication: 
verbal and non-verbal aiming at defining the real situation of the inter-relationship.  

With the help of speech, man can detach from concreteness and allow thinking to be 
more and more intense. What differentiates fundamentally animal communication through 
sounds from human communication through words is just the possibility of adding more and 
more meaning to meaning. The effect of the signal is immense and a result of its causality, 
while its meaning is more and more tied to its significant.  

Activity or inactivity, speech or silence, anything can have the value of a message. 
Such behaviours can have an impact on others which, in their turn, cannot not answer 
communication and, thus, communicate.  
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